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Volume Changes in Compacted Clays and Shales on
Saturation
R.A. ABEYESEKERA AND C.W. LOVELL

The m¡dwestern Un¡ted States has only a l¡mited quant¡ty of so-called swelling
soils. However, substanf¡al volume changes may occur in the compacted clay
and shale embankments

ofthe

area as they become saturated in the service en-

vironment, Since these deformat¡ons are likely to be the greatest these embankments wilÍ ever exper¡ence, their prediction and control are of considerable pract¡cal ¡nterest, To a¡d ¡n the accompl¡shment of this important eng¡.
neering ob¡ective, the results of an extens¡ve study of these volume changes for
laboratory-compacted clays and shales are reported (the study is being extended
to f¡eld-compacted clays). Saturat¡on was accomplished under high back pressures, for e¡ther tr¡ax¡al or consolidation samples, and conf¡nement s¡mulated
various embankment pos¡tions. The volume changes that resulted could be
either increases (swell) or decreases (settlement), depending on the level of
confinement and the compact¡on variables. From such test¡ng, statistically
valid prediction equations were derived in terms of (a) the compacted density
or vo¡d rat¡o, (b) the water content or degree of saturation, and (c) the confining pressure. These equations show how the volume changes on saturat¡on
can be controlled by appropr¡ately alter¡ng the deta¡ls of the compaction speci-

fication.

Compacted cJ-ays and shales are used in

large

guantities in the construction of earth enbankments
Ensuring the stability of these
and other fill-s.
structures against a slope failure ís always of
najor concern, and in nost cases it is the sole
criterion taken into consideration in actual design,
which is unfortunate.
The compressibitity and swelling characteristics
of compacted soils ancl shales, particuLarly over the
long term, must also bè taken into considerãtion in
the design phase. These volume changes are
dependent on the compaction variables--e.9.' water
content, dry density, method of compaction, and soil
and/ox shâIe type--and on the confining pressure
under which the fill absorbs vrater. A soil or shale
compacted to a high density and confined under a
relatively low pressure will tend to swell on
saturation. On the other hand, a low-density soil
or shale under a rel-atively high confining pressure
will tend to compress on saturation. Under certain
conditions, a soil or shal-e may not change ín volume
at all on saturation.
Accordingly, it is clear that it is extremely
difficult,
if not impossible, to desígn an earth
fill
to avoid volune changes in the cornpleted
structure. ?he nost one can do is to place the fill
in such a condition that the cumulative effects of
the differential
volune changes are within
"acceptable" limits. To achieve no volu¡ne change on
saturation, one would have to vary the as-compacted
condition of the soil or shale over the depth and
width of the fill-.
Although this unconventional
approach is theoretically possible, it is extrenely
difficult to achieve in practice.
This paper cliscusses the volume-change characteristics of two troublesome fill materials: a highly
plastic clay from St. Croix, rndiana, and a medium-

hard, nondurable shale from the Nevr Providence formation in Indiana. Statistically derived prediction
equations are given in terms of (a) cornpacted density or void ratio, (b) water conhent or degree of
saturation, and (c) confining pressure for fully
saturated samples. These equations show hovl volume
changes on saturation can be estinated and used in
the design phase to control the cumulative effects
of soil or shale co¡npression and swelling in an
earth fiII.
LITERÀTURE REVIEVI

Swelling Potential

Various systems have been advanced to define the
sweJ-ling potential of soiIs.
These systems are
båsed on intrinsic soil properties as well as the
properties of soil in a conpacted state.
Ladd and Lambe (1) suggested a rating system
called potential volu¡ne change, which varied
linearJ-y with the percentage of heave under a
surcharge of 9.5 kPa (200 ]-bf./fÚ), the ptasticity
index of the soil, the water content of the soil at
100 percent relative humidity, and the calculated
percentage of volume change resulting fron drying a
saturated sample fro¡n the field moisture eguivalent
(ASTM D426-39) to the shrinkage limit.
Seed and others (!) defined swelling potential as
"percentage swell of a laterally confined sample on
soaking under [7 kPa] 1 psi surcharge after being
compacted to maxi¡nun density ät optinun moisture
content in the standard AASHO conpaction test. n
They found that the swelling potential is a function
of thé actÍvity of the soil and the percentage of
clay size, and they defined the activity of the soil
as the rate of change of the plasticity index with
clay content rather than the ratío of the plasticity
index to the clay content (3).
Kassif and Baker (4) stated that, for a
quantitative evaluation of the amount of heave under
field conditions, the whole range of volurne change
under various surcharges is required.
They
therefore defined swelling potential as the integral
of the swell-pressure curve for the range of
surcharges representing field conditions.
Kassif and others (5r p. 218) and Krazynski (6)
have drawn attention to the numerous and widely
different rnethods that have been proposed and used
for testing and classifying expensive soil-s.
Swelling Behavior

The swelling behavior of partially saturated soils
has been studied extensively l]-,4-231. The factors

that influence swell magnitucle include type

and
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amount of clay mineralsi as-compacted condition of
the soil represented by its dry density and moisture

contenti the structure of the soil, which varies
with the compaction methodt che¡nical properties of
the pore fluid; osmotic pressurei temperaturei
permeability of the soil-; stress historyt confining
pressurei alternate cycles of wetting and drying;
time interval between compaction and exposure to
free wateri time allowed for swelling; anil soil
suction.

The kaotin group of clay minerals, which have
fixed lattice structures, exhibit only a small
degree of hydration and swell. On the other hand,
the montmoriLlonite group, which has expanding
lattice structures, exhibits a high degree of
hydration and swell.
Soils compacted dry of optitnurn tend to swell more
Èhan soils compacted wet of optimum. The soil in
the former condition is considered to have a
flocculated structure, v¡hèreas that in the latter
condition is considered to have a díspersed (more
oriented) structure. rt has also been observed that
swelt íncreases with increasing as-compacted dry
density and decreasing as-compacted water content.
Tbê method of conpaction has been found to have
an influence on the structure of the soil and its
swelling characteristics. Static cornpaction tends
to produce a flocculated structure' whereas kneading
cornpaction tends to produce a dispersed or more
oriented structure. Seed and others (25) compared
the amounts of swelI for samples of a sandy clay
compacted dry and wet of optimurn by static and
kneading conpaction. They observed that samples
conpacted dry of optimum by the two methods of
compaction have similar swelling characteristics but
that, for sarnples compacted wet of optimum,
statically compacted sanples exhibited the greater
swe1l associated with more flocculated structures.
It has been observed that the maximum past
pressure to vrhich the soil has been subjected has an
effect on its swell under a reduced load. Seed and
others (241 have indicated that the effect of the
prestrêss is to reduce the ärnount of swe11 under the
s¡naller load.

The time rate of swelling is influence¿l by the
nethod of compaction. It has been observed that a
sandy clay compacted by static action tends to swell

at a faster rate than soils compacted by a kneading
action (2).
Baker and Kassif (7') derived mathe¡natical
relations for the increase of swell pressure with
time for partially saturated clays. They showed
that the dissipation function is similar to that of
the consol-i¿lation process. Their theory is in
agreenent with the typical s shape of the curve of
swell pressure versus logarithn of time, which has
been experimenÈally shown time and again.

Kassif and Shalom (15) found that the swell
pressure and the change in suction on wetting of a
¡nont¡norillonitic clay were approximately equal for
sa¡nples cornpacted wet of. optimun that were not
atlowed to change in volu¡ne. However, for sanples
conpacted dry of optinum, the swell pressure was
equal to only a fraction of the change in suction.

Kassif and Shalom also found that the swelling

pressure reached about 95 percent of its ¡naximu¡n
value after a ¡noisture intake of only one-third of
that required to saturate the sample' for a wide
range of densities.
Kassif and others (-U-) found that the initial

suction at a constant dry density decreased at

a

decreasing rate with increasing compacted moisture
content. The swell-pressure relation was hyperbolic

at l-ow suction changes and tended to beco¡ne linear
at high suction changes. The percentage swell
increased with increasing suction change and, beyond
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a threshold suction change, the rate of change of
swell with change in suction was independent of the
initial water content of the c1ay.
DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS
T\À'o matêrials highly susceptible to volume change in
conpacted embankments were selected for study: St.
Croix clay and New Providence shâIe.

St. Croix Clay
The St. Croix cl-ay used in the studies was obtained

from the IN-37 relocatíon project in Perry County,
fndiana, and is described below:

Category

Value

Soil classification
Unified

CH

AASHTO

A-7

Index properties (t)

Liquid limit
Plastic limit
Plasticity index
Shrinkage limit
Specifíc Aravity
Natural ¡noisture content (t)
Clay-size fraction (<2 un) (t)
St. Croix cJ-ay is

-6

53

2t
32

I2
2.80
20
44

mediu¡n gray-brown

at its natural

moisture content and is classified as a fat clay
(CH) according to the Unified Classification System. The predoninant clay mineral present was found

Èo be kaolinite.

Smal1 traces of montmorilloníte

were also observed in the X-ray diffraction analyses.
NevJ

Providence Shale

The New Providence shale used in the studies was
sanpled from a road excavation on I-265 in Floyd

County in south-cêntral Indiana. The geological
description of the shale reported by the fndiana
State Highway Commission (ISHC) was as fol-Iolls:
èra, Paleozoic; period, Carboniferous; epoch,
Mississippian; series, Valmeyeran (Osage) i group,
Bordeni formation, New Providencei age, 24L nilIion
to 261- ¡nii-Iion years.
The shale is of a tight gray color, is medium
It
hard, and has a "massive" category of fissility.
according to the
is classified as "soillike"
cl-assification system of Deo (25). In terms of soil
classification' it is a sitty clay (cL). Its soil
classification and properties are summarized below:
Category

VaIue

Soil classification
unr t lecl

CL

AASHTO

A-4-10

Index properties (t)

Liquid limit
Plastic limit
Plastícity index
Shrinkage linit
Specific gravity
Natural moisture content (t)
clay size fraction (<2 um) (8)

31
2L
10

2,78
6

2L

The New Providence shale is composed of quartz,
Small traces of chlorite and
kaolinite, and illite.
vermiculite may also be present, but montnorillonite
is not present.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The California-type kneading cornpactor was used to
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cornpact the St. Croix clay and the New providence

shale because it simulates field compaction ¡nore
cl-osely than either impact or static compaction.
The diarneter of the compacted sanple vras 101.6 mm (4
in).
Except for the triaxial specÍmens of New
Providence shale, kneading foot pressures r{'ere
chosen to simulate dry-of-optimum, at-opti¡num, and
$ret-of-optinum conditions from impact compaction
tests at three energy levels. For the triaxial
specinens of New Providence shale, three kneading
conpaction pressures were used. The samples of very
Iow densÍty were merely lightly hand tampecl by using
a standard Proctor hammer.
Thin-wal-1ed stainless steel sampling tubes vrere
used to obtain oedometer and triaxial specimens of
St. Croix clay (Iow-density triaxial specimens were
trimrned from the compacted sa¡nples). For New
Providence sha1e, the as-compacted dianeter was
used. The approximate di¡nensj.ons of the test
specimens are given below (1 ¡nrn = 0.039 in):
Oedo¡neterSpecimens Triaxialspecimens

Diarneter
(mm)

Material
St. Croix
clay
New Provi-

63.5

Height
(mm)
25.4

Dianeter
(mm)
35.6

Height
(mm)

76.2

Triaxial Volume Changes

dence

shale

L01.6

38.1

101.6

219.4

In the oedometer test, the specinens vrere first
loaded and, after equilibrium deformations were
reached, they were back pressure saturated. In the
triaxial tests, the specimens were back pressure
saturated under a 1o$, effective stress and then
consolidated to the required effective stress. More
detailed descriptions of the test procedures used in
the studies are avail-abl"e elsewhere (8,]-3,26,271.
VOLI]ME-CHANGE CHAR.ACTERISTICS

St. Croix Clay
The volune-change characteristics on saturation of
of St. Croix clay are taken from

compâcted specirnens

DiBernardo (8) for sarnples loaded one-dinensionally
in a consolidation ring and from Johnson (!3) for
sanples loaded in a triaxial cell-.

= 25.47

= 28.48 - 0.000 013 6 p62 + 0.0077

Sr

VoJ

Q)

where

DiBernardo (8) found that the percentâge of volume
change on saturation could be expressed by the

following equation (R2 = 0.86)

Johnson (13) saturated triaxial specimens under
effectíve confining pressures that ranged fron 68 to
278 kPa (10-40 lbf/i\21.
The volune change frorn
the as-cornpåcted to the saturated-consolidated
condition is shown in Figure 4 (13). For a given
consolidation pressure the volu¡ne change varied from
a net swell to a net compression, nore or less
monotonical-Iy, as the initial void ratio increased.
The final void ratio was found to decrease almost
linearly with the logarithm of the consolidation
pressure for saturated specinens. Figure 5 (13)
shows the resul-ts for specimens compacted dry of
optimum (D), at optimum (O), and wet of optimum (¡{)
for three energy tevels : modifieil proctor (M),
standard Proctor (S), and low-energy proctor (L).
Johnson (Ë) developed the following nodel for
percentage of volume change on saturation and
consolidation (R2 = 0.95):
^v/vo

One-Dimensional Volume Changes

^V/Vo

effect of sustained load on saturation is shown in
Figures 1-3 (8).
Consider, for example, sanples that have an
initial void ratio of approximatety 0.8 (Figure 1).
Under sustained loads of 160, 320, and 480 kpa (23,
46, and 70 l-bf/ín2), volume change on saturation
was positive (collapse) ancl a¡¡ounted to 0.f6, 11.6,
and 12.4 percent, respectively. ff vre consider a
set of samples all under the sane sustained load, we
find that the volume change on saturation generå11_y
varies fron negative (swe1l) to positive (collapse)
values as the initial void ratio increases. This
trend of volu¡ne change with initial void ratio is
monotonic only for a sustained load Õf 320 kpa. The
observed variations from sinple trends are probably
attributable to differences in as-compacted water
content or degree of saturation and perhaps the
compaction prèstress induced in samples that have
the same initial void ratio (8).
When the voicl ratio just before soaking is
plotted against the percentage of volume change on
soaking, thè spread in the data points is very much
reduced (Figure 3). Here, AV/V. is defined as
Ael(l + e1)' where Ae = change in void ratio
caused exclusively by soaking and e1 = void ratio
just prior to soaking under a sustained surcharge.

!

- 0.812w - 0.0048 P"

AV/Vo = estimated volune change (t),
pd = as-compacted ¿lry density (kg/mt ) ,
Si = initial clegree of saturation (t), and

o.' = isotropic consoliclation pressure (kpa).

(r)

where

Av = volume change from the as-conpacted to the
fully saturated condition under a surcharge
1oad,

Vo = as-compâcted volume,
w = as-compacted water content (t), ancl
Pc = noninal compaction pressure (kpa).

Negative values of AV/V. denote swelling, and
positivê
values denote compression. The
as-compacted void ratio or density corresponding to
a given ¡noísture content and compaction pressurê can
be obtained from the relevant moisture-density

compaction curve.
The leve1 of surcharge also affects the nultitude

of volume change that wilL take place on saturation,
although this para¡neter does not appear explicitly
in the regression equation for volu¡ne change. The

Positive values of AV/V. denote compression, and
negative values denote swell. Figure 6 Gi) shows
the variation in percentage of vol-ume change with
dry density for three values of consolidation
pressure but for samples that have the same degree
of saturation. In Figure 7 (13), the consolídation
pressure is held constant, and the variation of
volume change wíth dry density is shown for three
degrees of saturation.
Nèw

Providence Shale

The volume-change characteristics on saturation of

compacted specimens of New Providence shale are
taken fron ¡fitsman (271 for specirnens loaded
one-dimensionally in a consolidation ring and from
Abeyesekera 126l fot cylindrical specirnens loaded in

a triaxía1 cell.
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Figure
clay.

l.

Volume-change character¡st¡cs of oedometer specimens of St. Croix
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Figure 5, F¡nal vo¡d rat¡o versus logarithm of consolidat¡on pressure for tr¡axial
spec¡mens of St. Croix clay,
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wits¡nan (271 found that the percentage of volume
change on saturation could bè expressed by the
following equation (R2 = 0.80):

A

_o
^"
o

av/vo

= 3.06

- 0.985

eoPo% + 0.000 85

wPo

(3)

Symbol opplied lood:O-16o,tr -32O,

a-480

where

KPo

Figure 4. Contours of percentage of volume change caused by saturat¡on and
consol¡dation of tr¡axial spec¡mens of St. Croix clay.
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eo = as-comPacted void ratio,
w = as-compacte¿l water content (t)' and
Po = aPPlied vertical pressure prior to and during

(

KPo )

and

The magnitudes of the coefficients of the variable terms in the no¿lel are such that the positive
term never exceeds the negative tern for the range
of values of êo, w' and Po investigated. The
swell decreases or the volune reduction increases
with increasing void ratio or decreasing water content. Figure I (!3) shows variation of volurne
change on saturatíon as a function of the vertical
pressure for a constant ¡{ater content of l-0 percent
and three void ratios. fn Figure 9 (13), the void
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Figure 7. Pred¡ction of percentage of volume chanç caused by saturation and
consol¡dation at a consol¡dation pressure of 170 kpa for tr¡ax¡al specimens of
St. Croix clay.

Figure 9. Effect of moisture content on volume.change model
rat¡o of 0.40 for triaxial specimens of St. Cro¡x clay.
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Figure 10. Contours of percentage of volume change caused by saturation and
consolidation of triaxial specimens of New Providence shale.
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ratio is held constant and the curves represent
three hrater contents. The table below gives the
range ín values of the variables for which the
volume-change mo¿le1 is valid:
r4r (t

)

10.4-16.7

8.8-I5.5
5. t-10.5

eo

Po (kPa)

0.s3-0.42

58-58

0.

48-0.4

0

0.34-0.29

0

58-580
58-58

0

Extrapolating beyond these combinations of variables

is not

reco¡n¡nended.

Triaxial

Vo1ume Changes

Thê volume-change characteristics of triaxial
specinens of compacted shale on saturation r¡ras
studied by Abeyesekera (26). For each consolidation
pressure the percentage of volume change r,¡as plotÈed
against the as-compacted void ratio and curves
estitnated to fit the data as closety as possible.
FEom these curves, sets of values for âs-conpacted
void ratio and consolidation pressure corresponding
to a given volume change were obtaineil. Figure I0
(26) shows contours of percentage of volume change
in terms of these variables.
The ¡nodel used by ,fohnson (I3) for triaxial
specimens of co¡npacted St. Croix clay (Equation 2)

Note: 1 lbflin2

was

= 6,89 kPa.

deve]"oped for

the

triaxíal

compacted shale with the following

( v/v")100

= -93.2975 + 91.4634

x

x

10-6 7d2

-

specimens of
result:

18.3896

l0'3si\ÆJ

@)

The R2 for this equation is 0.77, and positive
values denote sv¡e1l whereas negative values denote

comPression.

When the nodel developed by tr¡itsman Øl
one-dimensional volume change (Equätion -)
appLied to triaxial specimens

of the

equation is

sa¡ne

for

is
shale, the

(AV/V")100=-89.1132- 10.3783 x l0-3 eo1/Ç
+ 56.7273 x tO-s

wpo,

(5)

For this equation, positive values denote swell and
negative values denote conpression; however, the
R2 value is Iow at 0.56.
fn order to arrive at an improved ¡nodel for
triaxial specimens of shale, Abèyesekerâ performed a
stepwise regression and obtained the following
equation, for which R2 = 0.80:
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(AV/V.)

+ 15.12t3 x 10-5 762 - 81.3027
x 10-2 logroo"'+ 60.4135 x 10's w o.' - 12.9882
x l0'2SiV%' + 64.4015 x 10-251log o"'-26.0065
x 10-3 7¿ + 48.6056 x |O'a eo1/ã"' - 23.3252 x 10-2 S¡ (6)

100 = -90.111

log oa' were found to be inat the 95 percent confidence level.

The variables eo and eo

significant
S

ince
(6u)

7¿=G.7*/(l+eo)
and

(6b)

S¡ = Grw/eo

gravity
of solids
where Gs = specific
unit weight of water' it will be seen that

and yw =

= f(eo, w, o"')

(6c)

^V/V.

The first tero terns of Equation 6, ''( dz and 1og
ac', account for the major effects. Thesê terms
give R2 = 0.78 and, when the rernaining terms are
also incl-uded, the value of R2 increases only
slightly to 0.80. Thus Av/vo is essential-ly
controlled by (1 + eo)-2 and 10910 ocr.
SUMMARY

The volume-change characheristics on saturation of

conpacted st. Croix clay and New Providence shale

were found to depend on the as-conpacted condition

of the material as well as the confining pressure.
Since the effective stress acting on a partially
saturated specimen is difficult to define' it was
not used to explain volune changes on saturation.
Rather, these changes were explained in tèrms of the
dry density or void ratio, the water content or
degrêe of saturation, and thê surcharge pressure for
oedorneter specinens (or the isotropic confining
pressure for triaxial specimens).
All observed volume changes were correlated with
the previously tisted independent variables¡ and
val-id correlation equations r/tere
statistically
developed. Because the state of stress in an
embankment is anisotropic, the volume changes in the
field will not be the sa¡ne as those observed in this
consolidated triaxial
study for isotropically
specinens. In addition, because the state of strain
in an embankment is anisotropic and lateral
movements do take place, the vertical strains in the
field will not be the sane as those observed in this
study for oedoneter specimens. Even sor the
equations can be quite helpful in predicting the
relative anounts of vol-ume change for ernbankments in
service as well as in showing how these volume
changes can be controlled through changes in
compaction specif ication.
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Char acterization of Exp an sive Soils
R. GORDON McKEEN AND DEBORAJ. HAMBERG

Most expansive soils encountered in engineering problems are at a degree of
saturat¡on below 100 percent. Knowledge of the moisture condition of such
so¡ls is best obta¡ned by measuring soil suct¡on. So¡l suction can be determined routinely by us¡ng either the thermocouple psychrometer or filter-paper
methods. The volume response can be characterized by obtain¡ng a volumechange measurement along with a determ¡nation of suction change. This measure of soil response is called the suct¡on compression index and is a funda.
mental property of unsaturated fine,grained soils. An empirical method of est¡mating the suction compression index from index tests ¡s provided. The so¡l
st¡ffness, or the reduct¡on in swell behavior caused by loads, must also be accounted for in making heave predictions. A nondímensional equation is presented that was developed by regression techniques from a large number of
data found in the technical literature. The equation provides a tool for reduc¡ng the volumetric response of expansive soils as applied loads are increased,
The use of th¡s ¡nformation in predicting heave is illustrated.

Expansive soils undergo volune changes when their
Designing transportation
facilities
for expansive-soil areas requires

moisture condition varies.

consideration of the vol-ume changes that are likely

to occur.

Several decades of research on this

probfen have produced the tools of ,'expansive soil
mechanics". Mitchell (l) recentl-y presented three

fundamental soil

characteristics

that

nust

be

considered in design: soil response to 1oad, soil
response to moisture changes, and the diffusivity of
water moving in the soil. Techniques for obtaining

these properties

are

available.

This

paper

describes techniques for characterizing the moisture
and load response of natural expansive soils.
SOIL

SUCTION

Soil suction is a ¡nacroscopic property of soil that
indicates the intensity with which a soil witl
attract water. Suction results from (a) the
interplay of attraction and repulsion forces of
charged clay particles and polar r4'ater nolecules,
(b) surface tênsion forces of wâter, (c) solution
potentials caused by dissolved ions, and (d)
density. A distinction ¡nusÈ be drawn bethreen
pore-water tension and suction: Tènsion applies to

the actual pressure state of the pore watêri suction
is total head, which includes pore-vrater pressure,
osmotic pressure, and adsorptive pressure.
In engineering problens, suction is considered to
be composed of matrix and osnotic suction
components, and their sum is ter¡ned thê total
suction. Matrix suction ís the negative gage
pressure that, through a porous membrane, will hold
soil lvater in equilibrium wíth the same soil r¡ater
within a soil sample. Matrix suction is the result
of surface adsorptíon and capillary forces. Osmotic
or solute suctíon is a negative gage pressure that
will hold pure hrater in equilibrium with soil_ water
through a nembrane that a1lows only water molecules
to pass. Osrnotic suction results from variation in
ion concentratíon in the pore fluid.
Two independent stress variables have been used
to describe the state of stress in unsaturated
soils. The preferable stress-state variables åre
(o - u.)
(uu - u*),
and
where o = total
stress, u" = pore-aír pressure, and uw = porewater pressure, The term (o - uu) ís cal-led the
total stress term and (u, - u*) is called thè
matrix suction term. This combinãtion of stressstate variables is nost satisfactory because the
effects of environmental variables can readily be
separatêd ín terns of stress changes. This approach
âssumes that ua is approximately atmospheric and
the osmotic conponent of suction re¡nains constant.
These assumptions are adequate for nany engineering
problens.

SUCTION MEASUREMENT

Thermocouple Psychrometers

À psychrometer is defined as essentially two si¡nilar
thernometers, one of which has a bulb that is kept
wet so that the resulting evaporative cooling nakes

iÈ register a lower temperature than the dry one;
the difference between the readings represents a
measure of the dryness of the atmosphere. The

